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Problems with points in plots when importing from pdf to an SVG editor


2010 Nov 04

2

Problems with points in plots when importing from pdf to an SVG editor



Dear R-users

When trying to import graphics from an pdf-file to a Vector graphics editor
(I use Inkscape, but i've confirmed the same problem on adobe products), all
points in the graphics turn out as "q"s.
This example displays the beaviour:

pdf(file="points are weird.pdf")
plot(1:5)
dev.off()

When importing the file to inkscape, I get five neatly arranged little




Upgrade samba from 2.2.7 to 3.0.14a


2005 May 26

2

Upgrade samba from 2.2.7 to 3.0.14a



I am trying to upgrade samba from 2.2.7-security-rollup-fix to 3.0.14a and
am having some issues.  

The server is Red Hat Linux release 7.3 (Valhalla) with Kernel 2.4.18-3 

I have download the samba source, compiled, and installed it, but none of my
older files seem to be updated.  I noticed that the new version is installed
to /usr/local/samba but most of the old files are in /usr/bin (such as




ssh attack


2006 Feb 13

11

ssh attack



Hi,

I get ssh connect attempts all the time, to my servers at home and at 
work. I've noticed lately they come from a certain ip address, hitting 
every 3 or 4 seconds, trying 50 or 100 different user names and 
passwords. And I get these sweeps from 2 or 3 ip addresses a day. I 
guess this is an automated attempt to guess a user/pass and break into a 
system.

I tried to secure ssh better by




X Error of failed request: BadMatch (invalid parameter attributes)


2001 Oct 18

2

X Error of failed request: BadMatch (invalid parameter attributes)



Hey all,

When I first start an Xsession (from dtlogin) I can telnet to the app
server (my linux box) and run Notes under WINE and it will display on my
HP box just fine.  All Notes functions work, even printing.  However,
when I File|Exit from Notes and then try to restart it, I get an error.

here is the error message:

X Error of failed request:  BadMatch (invalid parameter attributes)
  Major




Documentation for downloading and reading offline


2006 Aug 07

5

Documentation for downloading and reading offline



Is there anywhere that I can download the Ruby/Rails documentation & 
APIs so I can peruse it offline at leisure? I only have a dialup 
connection at home and going online all the time to access important 
documentation like that is a bit of a pain.

-- 
Posted via http://www.ruby-forum.com/.




putting markdown into the browsers


2007 Feb 28

1

putting markdown into the browsers



ok, how do we get markdown put into the browsers?,
so people can start serving documents in plain-text,
spared from the drudgery of converting to .html first.

-bowerbird



**************************************
 AOL now offers free email to everyone. 
 Find out more about what's free from AOL at http://www.aol.com.
-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...




RFC: Supporting all entities declared in lexical scope in LLVM debug info
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RFC: Supporting all entities declared in lexical scope in LLVM debug info



On Mon, Dec 14, 2015 at 7:01 AM, Aboud, Amjad via llvm-dev <
llvm-dev at lists.llvm.org> wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I verified that GDB 7.10 does support “DW_AT_abstract_origin” attribute on
> “DW_TAG_lexical_block”.
>

I take it you mean that it does the right thing, finding the direct
children of the abstract block when stepping into the inlined subroutine,
etc?

& this was a




Two domains on one network?


2006 Oct 03

2

Two domains on one network?



I feel I should know the answer to this, but I wanted to verify. I have a 
bunch of Windows PC's running Win 2K Pro, on three subnetworks. Two of the 
subnets are served by Unix (FreeBSD) boxes running NATD, but all are joined 
to a domain being run on a Win 2K Pro server in another building on the 
campus. So far I haven't joined the two Unix boxes to the domain.

I'd like to




Upgrading Samba


2005 Apr 15
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Upgrading Samba



How easy would it be to upgrade?? Is it a simple matter of overwriting
files, or is there more involved?

 

We currently have ver. 2.2.7 and will probably upgrade to 3.0.14a soon...
We would be compiling from source...

 

Thanks




ActiveSchema?


2006 Apr 13
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ActiveSchema?



I aplaude all the work that''s been done on RoR, but I''m a bit confused as to 
why ActiveRecord has the capability to easily create tables, but does not 
provide a mechanism to do this automatically.  I found some information about 
ActiveSchema, but it''s listed as being in the planning stage.

One key point to using Ruby is the ability to prototype rapidly, and not




I can't install the program: Samsung PC Studio PIMS II


2008 Jun 09

3

I can't install the program: Samsung PC Studio PIMS II



You can download this program, Samsung PC Studio PIMS II  II 1.0 (Win 98/ME/2K/XP)  for free at: 
http://nl.samsungmobile.com/supports/softwaremanuals/software.do?phone_model=SGH-X510&sw_type=SW
I've tried to install this program form my windows partition. I stored the output in a file.

Here's my installation command:
joris at joris-desktop:/windoc/software/windows/gsm$




PRI suppliers in Switzerland


2008 Mar 08
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PRI suppliers in Switzerland



Greetings list,

I posted this to the -biz list a few days ago. In hindsight, I think it would have been more appropriate posted here, so apologies to those on both lists who've now seen this twice.

I have had a request to provide 2x PRIs to a site in Lausanne, Switzerland, but my knowledge of the Swiss Telco market is non-existent.

Are there any folks on the list who've experience in




Outlook 2000 & attachments


2005 Jan 31
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Outlook 2000 & attachments



Hi, I'm using Outlook 2000 under Wine 20050111. Generally things work great,
apart from one very annoying problem - whenever I try to open a message with
an attachment, Outlook crashes. I'm connecting via exchange and it doesn't
seem to matter what sort of attachment it is - it simply crashes as soon as
I click on the message.

Anyone had any similar problems and know a workaround?





[LLVMdev] Make BPF backend non-experimental?


2015 Jun 09
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[LLVMdev] Make BPF backend non-experimental?



On 5 June 2015 at 19:46, Eric Christopher <echristo at gmail.com> wrote:
> 1) Alexei has been very active on the port, fixing problems unprompted
> 2) As one of the people who've had to had on it in the last few months it
> wasn't an issue to keep up to date with the other ports.

+1!

cheers,
--renato




Updated Xen packages for XSA 216..225


2017 Sep 12
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Updated Xen packages for XSA 216..225



Moritz M?hlenhoff writes ("Re: Updated Xen packages for XSA 216..225"):
> Sorry for the late reply. The updates look fine and I've written
> up an advisory text.
> 
> I don't use Xen myself and don't have a test setup. Have these
> been tested on a jessie/stretch system already or shall we pass
> these to users who've volunteered for tests in the past?





Sun ONE and Samba


2009 Mar 15
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Sun ONE and Samba



Has anyone had success using Sun ONE as an LDAP (authentication)
back-end to Samba (preferably 4.0, but 3.3 would be fine)?

I've found people who've tried and given up.

Sun itself hasn't provided answers, but I haven't given up on them;
I'll keep reformulating my questions, and asking again.

One speculation on my part is that, if I can just figure out where in
Sun ONE the




[LLVMdev] Current Regressions
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[LLVMdev] Current Regressions



Dear All,

Here is a more complete list of regressions for the platforms listed 
below.  Some of the regressions from the previous list I emailed a few 
days ago have been fixed or were false positives.  Thanks to all who've 
helped fix things.

We would like to try to get as many of these fixed as possible before I 
create the release branch (still scheduled for tomorrow, Friday).

I'll




zfs and Dynamic Reconfiguration support?


2009 Jul 03
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zfs and Dynamic Reconfiguration support?



Hi

Hope this is the correct forum for my questions.

I have 3 x m9000''s and 2 x m5000''s, Which I would like to use ZFS root/boot disks with support for Dynamic Reconfiguration.

Sun SPARC Enterprise M8000/M9000 Servers Product Notes for XCP Version 1040 reports this issue as being broken.
Sun SPARC Enterprise M8000/M9000 Servers Product Notes for XCP Version 1041 reports this




[LLVMdev] Issue with paper http://llvm.org/devmtg/2008-08/Geoffray_VMKitProject.pdf and presentation http://hal.inria.fr/docs/00/35/45/77/PDF/RR-6799.pdf
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[LLVMdev] Issue with paper http://llvm.org/devmtg/2008-08/Geoffray_VMKitProject.pdf and presentation http://hal.inria.fr/docs/00/35/45/77/PDF/RR-6799.pdf



On Apr 20, 2009, at 12:42 PM, Kirill Kononenko wrote:

> Dear all,
>
>
> This new version of the paper at:
>
> http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/00/36/53/37/PDF/RR-6799.pdf
>
> got ride of libJIT. Now my question is the how scientific is this
> research and research paper if instead of using libJIT and
> Portable.NET JIT:
> authors of "VMKit: a Substrate




[LLVMdev] Issue with paper http://llvm.org/devmtg/2008-08/Geoffray_VMKitProject.pdf and presentation http://hal.inria.fr/docs/00/35/45/77/PDF/RR-6799.pdf


2009 Apr 20

1

[LLVMdev] Issue with paper http://llvm.org/devmtg/2008-08/Geoffray_VMKitProject.pdf and presentation http://hal.inria.fr/docs/00/35/45/77/PDF/RR-6799.pdf



Hi Chris


How does this has nothing to do with llvm? Is not the VMKit project an
official part of LLVM?


Thanks,
Kirill



-- 
http://code.google.com/p/libjit-linear-scan-register-allocator/













